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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank ASTHO colleagues – event and this prestigious panel.Been asked to discuss with you how informatics supports the role of SHO and health department serving as a jurisdiction's Chief Health Strategist. 
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Topics

• The central role of information in being the 
Chief Health Strategist

• How informatics as a discipline supports that 
role

• Strategies for becoming more informatics-savvy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to do that by touching on three broad topics:-- how information is critical to being a chief health strategistHow informatics capabilities is a critical discipline in fulfilling that role- strategies for becoming more informatics-savvy
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Chief Health Strategist

• Leads a multi-sector approach to focus 
community resources on improving specific 
health outcomes.

• An engaged change leader (or group of leaders) 
who builds community coalitions that 
investigate and take action to make meaningful 
progress on a community health issue.

Source: Public Health Foundation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we mean by CHS? Public Health Foundation defines as …..I would state further that the CHS is the lead spokesperson for a jurisdiction for population health improvement policies, priorities, and progress. The one who holds the mirror up to the community and asks, “Are you happy with what you see?”  The CHS defaults to collaborative approaches but is not afraid to use the bully pulpit when needed. Not afraid to ask the challenging questions that get to the heart of what is preventing optimal health for all. The conscience of the community in respect to health. 
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Chief Health Strategist

• Part of broader call for a “Public Health 3.0” 
driven by:
– Changing health care needs and demographics
– Information and data revolution
– Focus on social determinants and other non-health 

factors
• Requires leveraging both traditional and new 

skills and activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part and parcel of the call for a PH 3.0 as articulated so well by Karen DeSalvo and Patrick O’Carroll.  A renewed form of public health protection and activism brought on in part by the information revolution and the need to understand and act on the social determinants of health.3.0 relies on the traditional strategies of collaboration, community engagement and partnerships, scientific rigor and communications. But it also calls for new skills and activities focused on improving the social determinants of health, forging ever-widening community-based coalitions, and leveraging new forms of rapid communications such as social media, 
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Premise

To be effective as a 
Chief Health Strategist, 

a health official/agency must also be a 
Chief Health Information Strategist. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings me to what I see as a basic premise: That you cannot serve a a CHS without also being being a CHIS. Information, while always foundational in terms of driving public health decision making and activities, is even more critical today. As mentioned earlier, in an information revolution that significantly ups the ante in terms of the variety, volume, and velocity of information both being received by health departments but also required to the health status and the causative factors for that status. How can an effective strategy be articulated without being based on good information about where things stand now, how you define success and how you will measure progress toward where you want to go? Wittgenstein: “Can’t enter a world for which you do not have the language.” We don’t yet have the language for population health: we don’t agree on the terms, don’t yet fully know what sources of information will constitute the language of population health. The State Health Official, the public health department, has the most broad and inclusive language about population health, is the most fluent, and also has access to the most extensive range of information which will become that new language. 
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6

Using Informatics to Improve Public Health Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll notice that I use the word ‘information’ rather than ‘data.’ Intentional on my part.Part of the new skills of public health 3.0 is to move more rapidly up this data-to-information-knowledge-to-wisdom gradient. Many voices in and outside of public health have called for getting beyond our siloed data sets into the more meaningful and actionable realms of information and knowledge, using our technologies in bringing information together but also the tremendous processing power of our collective minds, the collective intelligence and wisdom, to better understand causes and possible interventions, not just for the health department to address but for a wide range of community partners to collectively take responsibility. PHI helps by providing the methods and tools to support such movement up this gradient, ultimately improving public health practice, community action and community health status.PHII defines PHI as the discipline that supports effective use of information and information technology to improve population health. 
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Key Practices for a Chief Health Strategist
• Practice*: Develop strategies for promoting 

health and well-being that work most 
effectively for communities of today and 
tomorrow. 

• Role of informatics:
– Standardize race and ethnicity data so data can be 

merged/compared
– Capture, standardize, integrate new information sources
– Capture data from EHR, long term care and other 

systems
– Get information out of current public health information 

systems
* From The High Achieving Governmental Health Department in 2020 as the Community Chief 
Health Strategist, RESOLVE, 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RESOLVE project, funded by RWJF, which published this report in 2014, cited seven key practices that would characterize a health department serving as chief health strategist. I’ll provide a few examples to show how achieving these practices relies both on information and on the disciple of public health informatics.Among the seven key practices is to “develop strategies for promoting health and well-being that work most effectively for communities of today and tomorrow.” This, of course, means being able to understand as much we can about these communities, whether based on race/ethnicity, gender, age, genetic markers or zip codes. And this requires not only collecting ands storing information in standardized ways to enable merging and comparing of information, but being able to bring in new sources of information, new data sets not traditionally held by health departments. We also have to do better at getting information out of our current systems. It’s an often heard complaint that data ends up being locked in our myriad, soled, often home-=grown systems, not designed for producing meaningful reports or data extractions for larger analysis. Informatics leads to better system design, to defining requirements for reports, and to translating information needs into system requirements.  
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Key Practices for a Chief Health Strategist
• Practice: Identify, analyze and distribute information 

from new, big and real time data sources.
• Role of informatics:

– Capture data from EHR, long term care and other 
systems

– Prepare/standardize/map data for sharing with others
– Develop Informatics Roadmap for standardizing and 

sharing resources across the agency
– Match disparate data sets for more complete picture
– Match information/analytic needs with optimal tools
– Serve as informatics liaisons with university and health 

care informatics and analytics departments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public health has always been an information-based discipline. That’s its stock in trade; information is its life’s blood, its oxygen. But the old ways of collecting and analyzing information are no longer sufficient. The nature of information technology and  information sources, and the public expectations of accessibility to information, are changing, and public health needs to rapidly adapt and evolve in response.Not just public health or healthcare data but from environmental, city planning, public safety, retail, genomic and many other potential sources, including social media.According to McKinsey & Company, with the right tools, big data could be worth $9 billion to U.S. public health surveillance alone and $300 billion to American health care in general, the former by improving detection of and response to infectious disease outbreaks, and the latter largely through reductions in expenditures.The reality we face is that our ability to generate data far outstrips our ability to analyze it. More data generated in the past 5 years than all the rest of human history; and it’s only beginning. Public health needs to partner with universities and large healthcare organizations for their analytic capabilities. More on that later. 
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Key Practices for a Chief Health Strategist

• Practice: Build a more effective, integrated health 
system

• Role of informatics:
– Real-time exchange of data
– Translating public health guidelines into clinical 

support tools
– Mapping and merging information across the 

spectrum of care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A third key practice is to build a more effective, integrated health system, clearly meaning much more than a healthcare system but one which addresses prevention and the barriers to optimal health for all. A feature of such a system would be that the right information tis getting to the right person at the right time for the right decision. This is as good a way to summarize what informatics is about as any. An imperative for public health in my mind is the translation of our many prevention, detection, diagnosis and treatment guidelines into clinical decision support tools at be used at the point of care, translating that extensive evidence-based knowledge, what is called ”business intelligence” in many fields, into computable language that can provide alerts and guidance from within EHR and other systems. 
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Premise

To be effective as a 
Chief Health Strategist, 

a health official/agency must also be
informatics-savvy. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings me to what I see as a second basic premise: That you cannot be a CHS/CHIS without also being informatics-savvy. 
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The “Informatics-Savvy Health Department”

Informatics-
Savvy 
Health 

Department

Informatics 
vision and 
strategy

Skilled 
workforce

Well-design, 
effectively 

used systems

www.phii.org/infosavvy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do I mean by the phrase? From a health department perspective, it means having three core capacities: a vision and strategies, including a governance strategy, for how information is managed as a strategic resources; a workforce that is skilled in managing, analyzing and acting on information, and well-designed and effectively-used information systems. For the SHO, this means knowing what questions to ask to ensure staff, central IT and contracted software vendors are all working toward these three capacities in a coordinated way, which is why the vision and strategy is so foundational. 
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Strategy: Build information partnerships

• Leverage data analytics capabilities in 
healthcare

• Bring your insights into the right questions to 
ask and how to interpret the findings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how can the Chief Health/Chief Health Information Strategist use information and informatics in support of that role? One way is to capitalize on the huge investments in analytic capabilities being made in healthcare. We in public health will not be able to keep up with those investments being, which is a huge financial growth area for health IT vendors. Health care is rapidly acquiring the tools and the a significant amount of healthcare related data. But they have not figured out by and large how to think about population health and population health analytics beyond their walls and their patients. The Chief Health Strategist can bring that broader community perspective to the table, to ask the right questions, to being new sources of data and information, and to bring decades of understanding of of populations, of denominators, to provide expertise in interpreting findings – what do the finds say but also not say?Not easy because likely not welcome, government being seen as much if not more as a regulator than as a partner. But the successful health officer uses the neutral power of the office to persuasive in forging these information partnerships. 
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Strategy: Challenge your staff to do more 
with the information

• Liberate your information for use by others
– Information is among the very few commodities which 

increases in value with use
• Let go of “it has to be perfect”

– It’s more about trends than case counts, merging data 
from many sources to get a bigger picture

• Have them continually ask, “What additional 
information from what source would provide a 
more meaningfully complete  picture?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Model an ethic of sharing.Increases in value with use.RESOLVE highlights how public health cannot continue to hold data until is is “perfect.” A hallmark of public health approaches to information, reasonable in its time but that time is past. The public, elected officials, your community partners expect current data, not 1-2 year old data. Today, what’s important is not complete accuracy or completeness but rather  the ability to monitor trends, merging data from many sources to get a bigger picture.Challenge our staff to be thinking about what other information, from inside or outside the agency, could provide a more compete and meaningful picture of a population’s status. In out work with health departments, it’s not uncommon that the desire to share and use information from within the agency is as big or bigger of a priority than exchanging with community partners. Learn what those desires are.
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Strategy: Become informatics-savvy

• Assess current capacity/capabilities
– Informatics-savvy Health Department Self-assessment
– Interoperability Self-assessment
– Informatics Profile Toolkit
– www.phii.org/infosavvy

• Create an Informatics Strategy Roadmap
• Build workforce skills in informatics 

– www.informaticsacademy.org
• JPHMP Management Moment columns

– www.phii.org/infosavvy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin and may any journey, you first need to know where you are starting from. These self-assessment have been tested and used in a wide variety of state and local health departments. Have the huge value of bringing programs together, often for the first time, to discuss information capabilities and where they have mutual collective goals.Defining those goals is a first step in creating an informatics roadmap that defines priorities, maps out strategies and activities, establishes governance and accountability, and defines roles.It all gets to people in the end, so must build informatics knowledge and skills, not just by hiring informaticians but across the workforce, particularly those that work with data and information. ASTHO provides increasing learning opportunities, and PHII’s Informatics Academy provides a range of synchronous and asynchronous on-line learning solutions. For the SHO and other senior leaders in particular, Drrs. Edward Baker and Martin LaVenture and myself have authorized a series of Management Moment columns in the JPHMP over the past year a half that discusses information capabilities and informatics from the senior leader perspective, including the questions to ask of your staff. Another in the series is due later this year and we are working on one more now. 

http://www.phii.org/infosavvy
http://www.informaticsacademy.org/
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Thank you

Bill Brand, MPH
Director, Informatics Science

bbrand@phii.org

The Public Health Informatics Institute is a program of the Task Force for Global Health
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